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Abstract
Determining the structure and the internal dynamics of tissues is essential to understand their
functional organization. Microscopy allows for monitoring positions and trajectories of every single
cell. Those data are useful to extract statistical observables, such as intercellular distance, tissue
symmetry and anisotropy, and cell motility. However, this procedure requires a large and supervised
computational effort. In addition, due to the large cross-section of cells, the light scattering limits the
use of microscopy to relatively thin samples. As an alternative approach, we propose to take advantage
of light scattering and to analyze the dynamical diffraction pattern produced by a living tissue
illuminated with coherent light. In this article, we illustrate with a few examples that supra-cellular
structures produce an exploitable diffraction signal. From the diffraction signal, we deduce the mean
distance between cells, the anisotropy of the supra-cellular organization and, from its ﬂuctuations, the
mean speed of moving cells. This easy to implement technique considerably reduces analysis time,
allowing real time monitoring.

1. Introduction
In this article, we describe a non-imaging approach to investigate the structure and dynamics of living
multicellular structures. The proposed method is based on the analysis of the dynamic speckle pattern produced
by a set of cells illuminated with coherent light.
Determining the structure and the internal dynamics of tissues is essential to understand their functional
organization. In fact many of their features, such as symmetry and topology, cannot be inferred from those of the
composing cells [1]. Conversely, long range self-organization also emerges from cell division, migration and
death [2]. Video microscopy allows to monitor such complex cascade of events in great details and the analysis of
the acquired time sequence of images provides accurate measures of position, shape and trajectory of each cell
inside the tissue, from birth to death [3]. Nevertheless, in most instances, the net result of such analytical
procedures is to reduce those large data to only a few statistical observables, such as the mean cell-to-cell
distance, the local/global symmetry or anisotropy of the tissue and the crawling speed of the cells or their
diffusion coefﬁcient. Here, we propose to directly measure these observables by analyzing the dynamical speckle
pattern produced by a living tissue illuminated with a collimated laser beam. The drawback of this self-averaging
method is to lose the cell-to-cell heterogeneity, which might be crucial in certain circumstances.
Light, x-ray and neuton scattering are long-time known and widely used tools to investigate microscopic to
nanoscopic structures [4–6]. In biology, light scattering has been used to measure single cell size or nucleus size
in vitro [7, 8] and more recently in vivo [9]. Light scattering is not limited to stucture identiﬁcation and many
light scattering-based methods have emerged in biology [10]. One of them is speckle analysis or dynamic light
© 2017 IOP Publishing Ltd and Deutsche Physikalische Gesellschaft
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Figure 1. Experimental setup.

scattering (DLS), which was already well-established in soft matter [11–13]. In the multiple scattering regime, it
has been used for functional imaging such as the measure of brain activity [14–16]. While DLS has also been
applied to characterize internal cells dynamics [17–19] or cellular suspensions [20], its use for the investigation
of multicellular structures remains very limited [21]. This is mainly due to the fact that the analysis can be
performed by directly visualizing the cells with classical microscopy, while the interpretation of the speckle
pattern in reciprocal space is, in principle, a non- trivial task that requires solving an inverse problem through
modeling and computational efforts. Nevertheless, we have several reasons to believe that this approach is
extremely promising to investigate tissue dynamics:
(i) The large scattering produced by cells, which severely limits the use of microscopy in case of thick samples,
intrinsically carries structural information that can be analyzed by DLS and, thus, becomes an advantage.
(ii) Because of the intrinsic scattering contrast in cells, this approach does not require preliminary staining.
With no constraints imposed by the ﬂuorescent dyes, the illumination wavelength can be tuned to maximize
the penetration depth (near infrared) in 3D samples, whose thickness is limited by light scattering. This also
makes the technique suitable to investigate primary living tissues.
(iii) Speckle analysis inherently averages the statistical observable over the whole cell population, which size is
determined by the illumination area (1 mm –1 mm ).
(iv) As multicellular structures scatter strongly even with low illumination (<100 nW/cell), DLS allows fast and
long acquisitions with reduced photo-damage. On the other hand, one could also increase the illumination
power to image samples that strongly absorb light.
In this article, we propose several examples illustrating how to extract the structural and dynamic features af a
multicellular ensemble, from time resolved speckle patterns.

2. Methods
2.1. Experimental setup
The setup bears some similarities to earlier one designed by Suissa et al [17]. In order to combine phase contrast
imaging and speckle analysis, the experimental setup was based on an inverted Zeiss Axiover 100 microscope
(ﬁgure 1). The microscope was equipped with a phase-contrast condenser, a 10× objective (Zeiss EC PlanNeoﬂuar, N.A. 0.3) and a charge-coupled device camera (CCD1; Allied Vision Guppy). To generate a speckle
pattern, the sample was illuminated using an attenuated (2.0 ND; Thor Labs) He–Ne laser (Uniphase 1101,
2
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1.5 mW, 633 nm) focused on the back focal plane of the objective using an achromatic lens (L1: f = +100). In
this way, we illuminated the sample with a Gaussian beam, with a divergence of ~0.01 rad and a width on the
sample of about 80 μm (FWHM). The speckle pattern was collected on a second charge-coupled device camera
(CCD2; Allied Vision Pike F 046B) positioned as close as possible above the sample (sample to detector distance :
77.7 mm). At this position, the CCD2 camera collected the scattered light for angles up to 7°, corresponding to
q < 1.2 mm-1, with an angular resolution of 0.007° (0.001 mm-1) per pixel. Angles inferior to 0.3°
(q < 0.05 mm-1) were also inaccessible because of the laser divergence. Angular calibration was perfomed using
an diffraction grating. To combine phase-contrast imaging and speckle analysis, we used two different
wavelengths. We added a monochromatic ﬁlter (550 nm) above the condenser and separated the two optical
paths with a beam splitter and a dichroic mirror (700–900 nm pellicle beam splitter; ThorLabs).
2.2. Cell culture
CT26 (mice colon carcinoma) cells were used and cultured at 37 °C and 5% CO2 in a DMEM (gibco Life
technologies) medium supplemented with 10% of fetal bovine serum and 1% Penicillin-Streptomycin (Sigma).
Cells were detached from ﬂask using trypsin, resuspended in medium and seeded in a 35 mm VWR round
petri dish.
2.3. Adherent stripes
In order to artiﬁcially arrange cells in lines, we used adherent micropatterned substrates fabricated as described
in [22]. Adherent stripes were prepared on 32 mm round glass coverslips, which surface had previously been
cleaned and activated with an air plasma cleaner (exposure: 5 min at 0.2 mbar). To create non-adherent surfaces,
the coverslips were coated with a 0.1 mg ml−1 pLL-PEG solution in 10 mM HEPES buffer at pH 7.4 (incubation
time 30 min). Then, to create the patterns (local degradation of the pLL-PEG coating) the coverslips were
exposed to UV light (190 nm) through a photolithography mask (chromium on quartz) with the appropriate
pattern geometry for 5 min at 6 mW cm−2. The patterned coverslips were eventually incubated for 30 min in a
ECM protein solution (20 μg ml−1 ﬁbronectin, 20 μg ml−1 ﬂuorescently labeled ﬁbrinogen in 100 mM sodium
bicarbonate). Proteins only adsorb on the pLL-PEG free regions thus promoting selective cell adhesion. The
patterned coverslips were shortly stored in PBS buffer at 4 °C.
2.4. DLS and tracking
In order to measure the intensity-intensity autocorrelation function, frames were acquired every 20 s over a
period of at least 90 min. For isotropic samples (2D), only the absolute value of the scattering vector is relevant,
thus correlation functions were averaged over pixels located in a ring corresponding to a given q value. The
characteristic size of speckles on the CCD was about 650 pixels, so that q-rings contained between 230 (inner
ring) and 890 (outer ring) speckles. For 1D sample, correlation functions were averaged over 20×20 pixels
squares, containing approximately 3 speckles of 120 pixels area. Then for a given q value in a direction, results
located in a rectangle centered on the direction axis (60 pixels along the direction, 40 pixels perpendicularly)
were averaged. We limited our analysis to q > 0.1 mm-1 because the laser beam saturates the CCD. If readers are
interested in ultralow angles, we recommend them to reffer to [23]. To assess results obtained by DLS, we
manually tracked cell motion, by clicking on their nuclei on each frame of the movie to get the trajectory [x(t), y
(t)]. Then, the instantaneous speed is computed for each cell from its trajectory and averaged over the whole set
of trajectories.
2.5. Simulations
In addition to experiments, numerical simulations of the multicellular system were performed. We used a
simple run and tumble-like model to capture the motion of individual cells in 2D environments. We ignored the
internal structure of cells, modeling them as point-like objects, and avoided physical interactions between them
using a dilute approximation. Hence our individual particles were allowed to lie in two states: either motile or
quiescent. In the ﬁrst state, the speed v followed a narrow Gaussian distribution with mean value v̄ and variance
s 2v  v¯ 2. The direction of motion was also deﬁned as a random variable following a uniform distribution. The
transitions between states were represented by two independent rates, namely k on (switching rate between the
non-motile to the motile state) and k off (switching rate from motile to non-motile state). As a result the typical
trajectories of those particles were a stochastic alternation of runs and pauses with a short time-scale ballistic
motion and a long-time scale diffusive behavior. Unless stated otherwise, the set of parameters was:
k on = 0.3 h-1, k off = 0.2 h-1, v¯ = 10 mm h-1 and sv = 5 mm h-1. The typical observation time was in the order
of one hour, so that the dynamics was expected to be conﬁned in the short time-scale regime.
3
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2.6. Speckle computation
From cells dynamics simulations, the time-dependent speckle correlation was computed and compared with
experimental data. Since the evolution time of the cellular structures is slow compared to the Thouless time (i.e.
the light diffusion time through the system), each speckle was computed from the conﬁguration of cells obtained
at ﬁxed time t. The autocorrelation of those speckles were then computed to calculate the time-dependent
intensity correlation function. Since the cells dynamics involves large time scales compared to 2p w , with ω the
frequency of the incident laser beam, there was a full decoupling between t (the time evolution of the structure)
and ω.
To compute a speckle pattern, we ﬁrst had to solve Maxwell’s equations for an ensemble of cells. For that
purpose, we chose to approximate each cell by a point scatterer in the electric-dipole limit. Strictly speaking, this
approximation is valid under two conditions: the typical size of a cell is small compared to (1) the wavelength λ
and (2) the average distance between two different cells. Since the samples used in the experiments did not meet
these requirements, the computation of speckle patterns could not be used for precise quantiﬁcations.
Nevertheless, this procedure is well-suited to retrieve general trends such as the decorrelation time as a function
of the scattering vector. The optical response of a point dipole scatterer was described by its polarizability a (w ),
which links the dipole moment p (w, t ) created inside the scatterer to the exciting electric ﬁeld E(exc) (w, t )
through the relation:
p (w , t ) =  0 a (w ) E(exc) (w , t ) ,

(1)

where  0 is the vacuum permittivity. The polarizability was computed using the scattering cross-section given by
k 04
∣ a (w )∣2 ,
(2)
6p
where k 0 = 2p l is the incident wavevector and λ the wavelength. a (w ) is a complex number and a second
equation is needed for its full determination. Due to energy conservation during the scattering process, the
scattering cross-section must equal the extinction cross section (assuming a non-absorbing medium). This leads
to
ss (w ) =

se (w ) = k 0 Im a (w ) = ss (w ).

(3)

Using equations (2) and (3) we obtained the polarizability:
a (w ) =

⎤-1
6p
- 6p ⎡
⎢
⎥ .
1
i
+
⎥⎦
k 03 ⎢⎣ k 02 ss (w )

(4)

In principle, ss and se can be determined from the geometry of the cell and its refractive index. Since this last
quantity was not easily accessible experimentally, we chose to consider the scattering mean-free path instead,
deﬁned as
1
,
ℓs (w ) =
(5)
rss (w )
where ρ is the density of scatterers. In the following, we consider a system composed of cells on a 2D surface,
which is expected to fall into a single-scattering regime. For that reason, we chose to consider a large scattering
mean-free path, i.e. k 0 ℓs = 1 ´ 108 . We also assumed a density r = (N L2)(3 2) (2D density extrapolated in
3D), where N ~ 100 is the number of cells and L = 868 mm the size of the system. Once the polarizability
known, the coupled dipoles method was used to solve Maxwell’s equations. It consisted in solving a linear set of
coupled equations involving the exciting ﬁeld E(jexc) (w, t ) on scatterer j lying at position rj . As reported in [24]:
E(jexc) (w , t ) = E in (r j , w ) + k 02 a (w )

N

å

l = 1, l ¹ j

G0(r j (t ) - rl (t ) , w ) E(l exc) (w , t ) ,

(6)

where G0 is the Green tensor in vacuum linking the electric ﬁeld at any position in vacuum to a source dipole
through the relation
E (r , w ) = m 0 w 2G0(r - r0, w ) p0 (w ) ,

(7)

⎡
 Ä  ⎤ exp [ik 0∣ r - r0∣]
G0(r - r0, w ) = ⎢I - r 2 r ⎥
,
k0
⎣
⎦ 4p∣ r - r0∣

(8)

where

⊗ denoting the tensor product operator. To be consistent with experimental conditions, the incident ﬁeld
E in(r, w ) was chosen to be a gaussian beam of waist w = 69 mm and wavevector k in . Once the exciting ﬁeld on
each scatterer was known, the ﬁeld at any position inside or outside the system was computed using a relation
similar to (6):
4
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Figure 2. Single cell analysis. Bright ﬁeld image of a rounding cell (a), and the corresponding speckle pattern (b). (c) Speckle intensity
integrated over the azimuthal angle χ (crosses) is used to determine the cell diameter from the speckle pattern: d = 14.0  0.6 m m .

N

E (r , w , t ) = E in (r , w ) + k 02 a (w ) å G0(r (t ) - rl (t ) , w ) E(l exc) (w , t ).

(9)

l=1

Considering an observation point r in the far ﬁeld (i.e. such that r  l ), the scattered ﬁeld E sca = E - E in was
simpliﬁed into
E sca (r , w , t ) =

A
exp [ik 0 r ] E sca (q , w , t ) ,
k0 r

(10)

where A is a numerical constant, q = k out - k in is the scattering wavevector and k out = k 0 r r the observation
wavevector. Deﬁning the scattered intensity by
Isca (q , w , t ) = ∣ E sca (q , w , t )∣2

(11)

we ﬁnally obtain the time-dependent intensity autocorrelation function
C (q , t , w ) =

áIsca (q , w , t ) Isca (q , w , t + t )ñ
- 1,
áIsca (q , w , t )ñáIsca (q , w , t + t )ñ

(12)

where the brackets á¼ñ denote the statistical average over all conﬁgurations of the cellular structure. This
average was typically performed using 10 000 conﬁgurations generated using a run and tumble-like model.
Assuming a statistical steady-state regime, C only depends on τ and not on t. It is important to note that, Isca = I
and E sca = E , with the exception of the forward direction. Thus in the following, I and E are used to denote the
scattered intensity and ﬁeld respectively. For the sake of simplicity, the ω-dependence is also dropped.

3. Results
3.1. Speckle intensity
3.1.1. Isolated cell
We ﬁrst observed the speckle pattern produced by a single rounding cell, which bright ﬁeld image is shown in
ﬁgure 2(a). The cell is illuminated with a vertical laser beam of wavevector k in , which modulus is 2p l . The
light scattered by the cell is collected in the forward direction by the CCD2 camera (ﬁgure 2(b)). Each pixel of the
CCD2 camera corresponds to a different scattering angle and, thus, to a different wavevector k out . In this setup,
the incident beam is superimposed on the low-angle scattering region of the speckle pattern. Due to saturation
effects, this part was suppressed by applying a virtual beamstop at the center of the detector (black disk in the
center of ﬁgure 2(b)). Background light is substracted and vignetting effects are corrected [25]. We record the
speckle pattern I (q), q = k out - k in being the scattering wavevector.
As the rounding cell has spherical symmetry, we integrate the speckle pattern I (q) over the azimuthal angle
I (q ) =

ò0

2p

I (q, c) dc ,

(13)

where q is the magnitude of the vector q and χ the azimuthal angle. The radial intensity proﬁle I(q) is plotted in
ﬁgure 2(c) (crosses) and compared to the intensity proﬁle expected for a scattering disk of diameter d:
⎛ qd ⎞
I (q) µ J1 ⎜ ⎟
⎝2 ⎠

5

⎛ qd ⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎝2 ⎠

2

,

(14)
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Figure 3. 1D structure. (a) Bright ﬁeld image of cells deposited on adherent stripes of 200 μm and (b) its corresponding measured
speckle pattern. The dashed circle shows the approximate laser beam width. The interference fringes are separated by
Dq = 0.13 m m-1 along qx corresponding to a distance of ~50 m m between cell stripes. No interference pattern was observed along
the qy direction, as the laser spot is of the same order of magnitude of the stripes length.

where J1 is the Bessel function of order one. The best ﬁt between the measured intensity I(q) and the expected
one I (q ) is obtained for a cell diameter d = 14.0  0.6 mm . This value is in good agreement with the cell
diameter measured in ﬁgure 2(a), which is also 15±1 μm.
At wavevectors larger than 1 mm-1, which correspond to distances smaller than 6.28 μm in direct space, the
speckle pattern carries information, mostly related to the intracellular structure. As we aim at characterizing
multicellular structures, collecting speckle patterns at q < 1.2 mm-1 (set up limitation) is enough.
3.1.2. Cell on 1D lines
To create a simple and controlled multicellular structure, we deposited around 30 cells on adherent stripes
prepared as stated in section 2. The stripes were 200 μm long, 10 μm wide and 50 μm apart from each other. The
width was adjusted to accommodate at most one cell in the transversal direction and to produce a 1D cell lines.
Figure 3(a) shows a bright ﬁeld image of the aligned cells, and ﬁgure 3(b) the corresponding speckle pattern. The
speckle pattern exhibits clear interference fringes along the qx direction, separated by
Dq = 0.130  0.005 mm-1. This length corresponds to a distance of 48±2 μm in direct space, which
matches the spacing between adherent stripes, within the experimental error. Interestingly, there are no
interference fringes along the qy direction. This is due to the fact that the laser spot has a width of ∼200 μm (see
dashed circle in ﬁgure 3(a)) and therefore only illuminates a single row of stripes.
3.1.3. Sparse cells on a 2D surface
When cells are homogeneously deposited on a surface (ﬁgure 4(a)), the speckle pattern looks signiﬁcantly
different as compared to those in previous examples. The anisotropy induced by the stripes vanishes and,
compared to that of a single cell, the speckle is characterized by an increased granularity. On the one hand, the
typical grain size scales with the inverse of the laser beam width [26]. In this case, we chose to remove lenses to
illuminate the sample with the full widht of the laser (FWHM about 260 μm) and thus probing a larger cell
population. On the other hand, this granularity depends on the optical details of the illuminated area, but the
overall decay is linked to the statistical properties of the multicellular structure. As we limit the acquisition to
small wavevectors, ﬁltering out the intracellular details, the cells appear as uniform scattering objects in ﬁrst
approximation. In the single scattering regime, the speckle intensity is related to the autocorrelation function of
the surface cell density P (r) through the equation
áP (r¢) P (r + r¢)ñr ¢ µ

ò I (q) exp[-iq · r] dq.

(15)

In ﬁgure 4(c) we report the azimuthally averaged speckle I(q) together with the corresponding density–
density autocorrelation function P (r) (ﬁgure 4(d)). The incident beam (q < 0.1 mm-1) is cut to not impair the
autocorrelation function. When cells are sparse there is no spatial correlation between scatterers, but as the cell
layer becomes conﬂuent a typical cell-to-cell distance appears. Near the conﬂuence point, the autocorrelation
function exhibits a maximum corresponding to the mean distance between ﬁrst neighbors. In the example
shown in ﬁgure 4, this maximum happens at r = 25  5 mm which is in good agreement with the correlation
distances r = 22.6 mm measured from the bright ﬁeld image (continuous line).
3.2. Speckle ﬂuctuation and cell motility
The cell movements inside the sample modiﬁes the speckle pattern during the time sequence of acquisition.
Thus, the details of the speckle dynamics depend on the trajectory of each cell. While the loss of phase
information does not allow recovering single trajectories, the speckle intensity ﬂuctuations are statistically
6
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Figure 4. Cell monolayer. Here cells have been deposited 10 min before imaging, thus they are not spread and adherent to the surface
yet. (a) Bright ﬁeld image. (b) Speckle pattern. (c) Structure factor and (d) associated cell–cell autocorrelation function. In (d) we
represent the cell-to-cell distance correlation function directly computed from the bright ﬁeld image (full line) and, by inverse Fourier
transform, from the speckle pattern (empty circle and dashed line). Both exhibit a maximum around 23 μm, corresponding to the
mean distance between neighboring cells.

related to the kinetic properties of the multicellular ensembles. In this section, we derive an analytical expression
to describe the time-dependent intensity correlation function under the assumptions that (1) the Siegert relation
is valid and that (2) the system operates in the single-scattering regime. We also assume that the scalar
approximation is valid and that the incident laser beam can be approximated by a plane-wave (valid in case of
large waist).
For a fully developed speckle pattern, the electric ﬁeld is statistically gaussian (which corresponds to a
Rayleigh statistics for the intensity distribution) and the intensity–intensity correlation function factorizes into
the square of the ﬁeld–ﬁeld correlation function g1 (q, t ), a result known as the Siegert relation. We have
numerically checked that for all sets of parameters considered in this study (velocities, directions and times), the
intensity statistics is exponential (Rayleigh distribution), only very slight deviations being observable. This
proves the validity of the Siegert relation here. We end up with [27]
C (q , t ) =

áI (q , t ) I (q , t + t )ñ
-1
áI (q , t )ñáI (q , t + t )ñ

=b

áE (q , t ) E*(q , t + t )ñ
áE (q , t ) 2 ñ

2

= b∣g1 (q , t )∣2 ,

(16)

where β is the coherence factor of the experiment, which can be approximated to 1 as pixels are way smaller than
speckles. In the single-scattering regime, the scattered electric ﬁeld from an ensemble of N cells located at
positions rj (t ) is a superposition of spherical waves with a resulting amplitude:
E (q, t ) µ

N

å e-iq·r (t ).

(17)

j

j=1

This can be easily obtained from (6), (9) and (10) removing the terms relative to multiple scattering. Thus,
combining (16) and (17), we obtain
C (q , t ) =

7

S (q , t )
S (q , 0)

2

,

(18)
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where
S (q, t ) µ

å e-iq·[r (t + t )- r (t )]
j

k

.

(19)

j,k

It is worthwhile noting that the last term is proportional to the dynamical structure factor of the system. The
displacement of jth cell over the elapsed time τ is deﬁned as follows Drj (t + t ) = rj (t + t ) - rj (t ). Thus
assuming that all cells are identical and that the initial position rj (t ) of cells and their displacements Drj (t + t )
are uncorrelated quantities, (19) turns into
S (q , t ) = S (q , 0) áe-iq·Dr (t + t ) ñ

(20)

C (q, t ) = ∣ áe-iq·Dr (t + t ) ñ ∣2 .

(21)

and (21) can be simpliﬁed to

The details of the dynamical behavior of cells is reﬂected in the intensity autocorrelation function. For
instance particles moving in a persistent manner with an average speed v̄ have net displacement Dr (t ) = vt .
Thereby the characteristic correlation time t1 2, chosen to be the width at half maximum of the correlation
function, scales as t1 2 µ 1 vq
¯ (see ﬁgure 5(b), (d)). In the case of immobile particles, the displacements Dr (t )
are null rendering to a correlation time scale t1 2 independent of the wavenumber q (see ﬁgure 5(d)).
Alternatively, in the case of an ensemble of Brownian particles with a diffusion coefﬁcient D, the mean squared
displacement is áDr 2 (t )ñ = 2Dt . Thus the characteristic correlation time t1 2 scales as t1 2 µ 1 Dq 2. Hence,
in three cases a power law relationship relates the correlation time to the scattering wavevector t1 2 µ q-n with n
equals to 0, 1 or 2 accordingly. These three scenarios may coexist in the same multicellular ensemble at different
time or length scales. In the following we propose two examples to illustrate this approach.
3.2.1. Cells deposited on the surface
We monitor the speckle pattern of a layer of cells uniformly spread on a surface (see ﬁgure 4(a)). Four petri dishes
were seeded at different concentrations (2 ml with 150 ´ 103, 300 ´ 103, 600 ´ 103 and 106 cells respectively)
and incubated for 24 h. After incubation, we measure the conﬂuence degree as the percentage of the surface
covered by cells.
As we are only interested in the decorrelation time, we normalize C (q, t ) to 1 at the origin. The less
conﬂuent samples are reported in the inset of ﬁgure 5(a) for four different values of the scattering wavevector q.
The set of measured correlation functions collapse into a single master curve after scaling the time τ by the factor
q-1 (see ﬁgure 5(a)), which means that the characteristic correlation time scales as t1 2 µ 1 q , thus cells moves in
a persistent manner. This may come as a surprise as we do not see this ballistic motion when watching cells
moving, but rather a run and tumble motion. The reason is that intensity decorrelates within times (from 100 to
300 s) shorter than the average running time (1000 s). In this short time regime, displacements are dominated by
ballistic runs. The power law is also apparent in ﬁgure 5(b), where the q-dependance of t1 2 are reported for the
different degrees of conﬂuence. For values of q within the range 0.1 mm-1 < q < 1.1 mm-1, we ﬁnd a power law
with an exponent close to −1, for any degree of conﬂuency (lines). This means that cells move ballistically over
these timescales, regardless of the local cell density.
By ﬁtting the curve t1 2 = a q , we estimate the mean velocity of cells as v¯ = 1 a , as explained in the
previous section. Compared to the average cell speed obtained from single cell tracking, relative values are
acurate (<5%). However absolute values are systematically underestimated by 18% (ﬁgure 5(c)) because the
exact pre-factor is unknown. Figure 5(b) shows that v̄ depends on the cell density so that the denser the layer, the
smaller the average cell’s speed. This effect may either indicate that the internal friction of the cell layer increases
with density, or that collisions between cells occur more often, slowing them down.
In order to obtain the exact pre-factor, we build from equation (21) using the ballistic regime property
Dr (t ) = vt . Notice that those displacements are independent of the initial time t and only depend on the
elapsed time τ. In the absence of external cues, all directions are equally probable and thus the initial orientation
of cells turns into a uniformly distributed random variable. For empirical reasons, the cell speed v will be also
4
treated as an independent random variable obeying an exponential distribution f (v ) = v¯2 e-2v v¯ with a mean
speed v̄ . Under these assumptions, the average over all the possible conﬁgurations in (21) can be replaced by the
average over these internal variables
áe-iq·Dr (t ) ñ =

1
2p

2p

ò0 ò0

¥

e-iqvt cos z f (v ) v dv dz ,

(22)

ζ being the angle between the direction of motion and q the scattered wavevector. The intensity autocorrelation
function of our ensemble of particles can be computed analytically and it reads
8
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Figure 5. Speckle time-correlation function and mean cell velocity. (a) Intensity–intensity autocorrelation functions for different
values of q, in the case of 2D cellular layer (15% conﬂuency). Renormalizing time (q.t ) from curves in the inset shows the 1 q scaling
scaling of the correlation timescale. Results are ﬁtted (plain line) with equation (23) (v¯ = 36.0  0.3 m m h-1). (b) t1 2 versus q, for
2D cellular layers with increasing conﬂuences (percentage of the surface covered by the cells). The decorrelation time increases with
the cell density in the layer. The associated mean speeds are reported in panel (c) (black circles), compared to mean speed measured by
tracking mehod. Fitting intensity correlation functions with equation (23) gives better absolue values (white squares). (d) Dynamics of
cells patterned on 1D lines (see ﬁgure 3). Correlation times computed for increasing q, both along the directions perpendicular (empty
circles) and parallel (ﬁlled squares) to the cell lines. The decorrelation time relative to the motion along the lines is ﬁtted to the
function [qv¯]-1, which leads to an average cell speed of (10  0.5) m m h-1. The decorrelation time relative to the motion across the
lines does not depend of q, meaning that the cells almost do not move perpendicularly to the lines. (e) Decorrelation time curves
t1 2 (q ) for an ensemble of dipolar scatterers with a run-and-tumble motion. At a constant wavevector, t1 2 is computed for ensembles
of particles moving at different mean velocities v̄ . The decorrelation time curves are ﬁtted with the function t1 2 = a q . (f) a-1
versus v̄ for our ideal system of self-propelled dipolar scatterers. The linear relationship between both suggest that a µ v -1.

-3
⎡
⎛ qv¯t ⎞2⎤
⎟ ⎥
C (q, t ) = ∣ áe-iq·Dr (t ) ñ ∣2 = ⎢1 + ⎜
,
⎝ 2 ⎠⎦
⎣

(23)

which is univocally related to a single characteristic time scale of the system t1 2  1 qv¯ , as expected for ballistic
motion. Fitting intensity correlation functions in ﬁgure 5(a) using (23), we ﬁnd v¯ = 36.0  0.3 mm h-1. The
master curve is in excellent agreement with the analytical expression, meaning that the behavior of our ensemble
of cells is compatible with a system of dipole scatterers moving at constant speed with the speed distribution f (v).
Using equation (23), the pre-factor is almost corrected (underestimated by 8%) (ﬁgure 5(c)). Notice that if a
relative measurement or an approximate absolute value is enough, ﬁtting directly t1 2 (q ) has the advantage of
beeing free of any modeling efforts or peculiar hypotheses on the ballistic movement.
Those observations are in agreement with the behavior of an ideal system of point dipole scatterers with a
run-and-tumble-like dynamics. Accordingly, we computed the time-dependent autocorrelation functions
C (q, t ) and its width at half maximum t1 2 with a coupled-dipoles method. They are reported as a function of
the wavevector q in ﬁgure 5(e). For all analyzed cases, the behavior of t1 2 follows this of 1/q for more than one
decade, meaning that our particles move in a ballistic manner over shorter timescales than the tumbling time.
Thus, t1 2 = a q where α is thought to be inversely proportional to the mean particle’s speed v̄ . In order to
validate the generality of this relationship, we computed the coefﬁcient α of the curves t1 2 (q ) for different
values of v̄ . The results displayed in ﬁgure 5(f) show the linear dependence between 1 a and v̄ for velocities
between 10 and 100 mm h-1. The slope deviates from 1 as it is a quantity dependent on this speciﬁc model.
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Figure 6. Speckle ﬂuctuation analysis on 3D multicellular aggregates. (a) Bright-ﬁeld image of a spherical aggregate of radius
R  100 m m . (b) Speckle pattern generated by the aggregate. To avoid saturation, shorter exposure times are used at small q. (c) Cell
dynamics in 3D aggregates. Correlation times are computed both at physiological (37 °C) and at low (25 °C) temperature. At 25 °C
(empty circles) the mean speed is v¯ 25 = 3.3  0.2 m m h-1. At 37 °C (ﬁlled squares) we measure v¯ 37 = 45  4 m m h-1. (d)
Comparison between experiments performed in multiple-scattering regime (illumniation wavelength λ = 633 nm) and in the singlescattering regime (λ = 850 nm).

3.2.2. Cells on stripes
Another interesting example is provided by the experiment illustrated in ﬁgure 3. The cells are deposited on
adherent lines, which induce a strong anisotropic structural arrangement. The anisotropy found in the speckle
pattern (ﬁgure 3(b)), is also visible in the dynamic structure factor or, experimentally, in the intensity-intensity
autocorrelation function. Plotting C (q, t ) as a function of q , we observe two different behaviors along the
directions parallel (qP) or perpendicular (q⊥) to the stripes. Along qP (vertical direction in ﬁgure 3), the
decorrelation time decreases proportionally to q-1 (ﬁlled squares in ﬁgure 5(d)), meaning that cells move
directionally along the lines. The theoretical best agreement between the experimental data and the power law
t1 2 = [qv¯]-1 is obtained for a mean speed v¯ = (10  0.5) mm h-1. On the contrary, along the direction
perpendicular to the stripes the correlation time is independent of the scattering wavevector q⊥ (see ﬁgure 5(d),
empty circles). This indicates that the cells do not move along this direction (horizontal in ﬁgure 3) due to the
conﬁnement imposed by the adherent stripes. Nevertheless, there is a noticeable decrease of the correlation time
at q⊥ larger than 0.55 mm-1. In the real space this corresponds to 11.5 μ, which is very close to the stripes width
(10 μm). This is compatible with a residual motility of the cells along the perpendicular direction, provided that
they do not exit the adherent stripes.
3.2.3. 3D aggregates
Analysis of speckle ﬂuctuation is specially relevant in three-dimensional multicellular structures, where video
microscopy cannot easily measure cell speed. As a proof of concept, we apply the method to multicellular
spheroids (ﬁgure 6(a)), equation (21) beeing also valid in three dimensions. The speckle pattern produced by the
spheroid is shown in ﬁgure 6(b). The scattered intensity drops considerably at large q. To preserve the signal-tonoise ratio at large q and to avoid saturation at low q, the exposure time changes with the scattering angle, (see
rings of different intensities in ﬁgure 6(b)). In order to modulate cell activity and speed, the experiment is
performed at two different temperatures: the physiological 37 °C and 25 °C, where cell activity almost vanishes.
Figure 6(c) displays the decorrelation time t1 2 (q ), both for experiments done at 25 °C (empty circles, error bars
inside the circles) and at 37 °C (black squares). In both cases, the experimental data scales reasonably well with
the inverse of the scattering vector. From ﬁgure 6(c) we deduce that the mean speed v̄ increases considerably
with the temperature. In particular, at 25 °C the best ﬁt between the theoretical curve and the data is obtained for
a speed v¯ 25 = 3.3  0.2 mm h-1 (continuous line), while at 37 °C we measure v¯ 37 = 45  4 mm h-1
(dashed line). Due to the presence of multiple-scattering events, this speed is overestimated. As described by Pine
et al [28], the decorrelation time varies inversely to the number of scattering events. With a wavelength
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λ=633 nm, the mean free-path of photons ℓp  60mm is four times smaller than the spheroid diameter. Thus,
the measurement is semi-quantitative and allows one to compare velocities in the same sample, but under
different conditions (e.g. temperature, mechanical stress, conﬁnement, drugs, ...). Multiple scattering also
impacts the q-dependency of t1 2 at low q , where a deviation from the theoretical curve appears (q < 0.5 mm-1
in ﬁgure 6(c)). For an absolute measurement of the cell speed and to avoid the deviation at low q, the
illumination wavelength λ must be tuned to satisfy the single-scattering condition, i.e. a mean free-path of
photons comparable to the spheroid size (ℓp  D). In CT26 spheroids with a diameter of ∼250 μm, this
condition is satisﬁed for λ = 850 nm, at which ℓp 220 μm. As show in ﬁgure 6(d), at this wavelength the
deviation at low q vanishes and we measure a mean cell velocity of ~20mm h-1, comparable to that of single
adherent cells.

4. Conclusion
The examples presented here show that cellular structures produce a clear and exploitable diffraction signal.
This approach represents a valuable alternative to optical microscopy to measure the structure and the dynamics
at the supracellular scale. Speckle analysis does not require image analysis and segmentation and it is selfaveraging. This makes it a fast technique suitable to compare large sets of samples prepared under different
conditions (drugs, temperature, genetic mutations or mechanical perturbations). It is also promising for
investigating the dynamics of 3D multicellular samples, where microscopy is limited in therm of sample
thickness, staining and light dose. In the most basic version, the experimental setup is also compact (a laser diode
and a CMOS detector) and ﬁts in a standard incubator.
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